FROM SUBMISSION from http://www.clarkwa.gov/community-planning/comp-plan-comments

First Name  Marjorie
Last Name   Ledell
Email Address 15f30@comcast.net
Phone Number (360) 718-8038
Street Address 17408 SE 17th Way
City       Vancouver
State  Washington
Zip Code  98683
Message Subject Aging in Place
Parcel Number
Comments Please consider ways to provide incentives to builders to construct houses that can easily and economically be adapted to accommodate needs of people who may experience a need for wider hallways and doors for wheelchairs if needed, electrical outlets that are placed at a height that can be accessed by anyone, at least one accessible bathroom on the ground level, walls that are strong enough to hold grab bars, and ramps instead of stairs to front doors. While codes are changing already, it may be necessary to rezone some areas so more smaller and more affordable one level houses will be built. Thank you